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Flight Dynamics Investigation of Compound Helicopter Configurations
Kevin M. Ferguson∗, Douglas G. Thomson†,
University of Glasgow, Glasgow, United Kingdom, G12 8QQ
Compounding has often been proposed as a method to increase the maximum speed of the helicopter. There are
two common types of compounding known as wing and thrust compounding. Wing compounding offloads the
rotor at high speeds delaying the onset of retreating blade stall, hence increasing the maximum achievable speed,
whereas with thrust compounding, axial thrust provides additional propulsive force. There has been a resurgence
of interest in the configuration due to the emergence of new requirements for speeds greater than those of con-
ventional helicopters. The aim of this paper is to investigate the dynamic stability characteristics of compound
helicopters and compare the results with a conventional helicopter. The paper discusses the modeling of two com-
pound helicopters, which are named the coaxial compound and hybrid compound helicopters. Their respective
trim results are contrasted with a conventional helicopter model. Furthermore, using a numerical differentiation
technique, the dynamic stability of each configuration is assessed. The results show that the frequency of the coax-
ial compound helicopter’s dutch roll mode is less than that of the conventional helicopter and there is also greater
roll damping. Concerning the hybrid compound helicopter, there is greater roll damping and the phugoid mode
stabilizes at high speeds.
Nomenclature
f forcing vector function
g acceleration due to gravity (m/s2)
u, v, w translational velocities (m/s)
u control vector
v0 uniform induced velocity component (m/s)
x state vector
xprop position of the propeller hub (m)
A,B system and control matrices
Cq , Ct torque and thrust coefficient
Ctu , Ctl upper and lower rotor thrust coefficient
Iβ flap moment of inertia (kgm2)
Kβ centre-spring rotor stiffness (Nm/rad)
Lp roll damping derivative (1/s)
Lv dihedral derivative (rad/ms)
Mq pitching damping derivative (1/s)
Mu speed stability derivative (1/s)
Nb number of rotor blades
Np yawing moment due to roll rate (1/s)
P coaxial rotor power (HP)
R, Rprop radius of the main rotor and propeller blades (m)
Ue forward speed at trim (m/s)
Up normal velocity of a rotor blade element (m/s)
Ut tangential velocity of a rotor blade element (m/s)
Xport, Xstar port and starboard propeller thrust (N)
Xu drag damping derivative (1/s)
αw angle of attack of a wing element (rad)
γ Lock number
γs rotor shaft tilt (rad)
λl,λu non-dimensional lower and upper rotor inflow
µ non-dimensional advance ratio
µz non-dimensional normal velocity of the rotor hub
ω frequency (rad/s)
ωdr dutch roll mode frequency (rad/s)
Ω , Ωprop main rotor and propeller rotational speed (rad/s)
φ, θ Euler angles (rad)
φi rotor inflow angle (rad)
σ,σprop rotor and propeller solidity
θfixed fixed wing pitch incidence (rad)
θdiff differential collective (rad)
θl, θu lower and upper rotor collective pitch (rad)
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θ¯prop mean collective setting of the two propellers (rad)
θtw gradient of linear twist (rad)
θ0 main rotor collective pitch angle (rad)
θ¯0 mean upper and lower rotor collective pitch (rad)
θ1s,θ1c longitudinal and lateral cyclic pitch (rad)
I. Introduction
The compound helicopter has experienced a resurgence of interest
recently due to its ability to obtain speeds that significantly surpass the
conventional helicopter. This increase in speed makes the compound
helicopter suitable for various roles and missions such as troop inser-
tion, search and rescue, ship replenishment as well as short haul flights
in the civil market. The compounding of a helicopter is not a new
idea but the development of a compound helicopter has proven elusive
for the rotorcraft community due to a combination of technical prob-
lems and economical issues [1]. The rotorcraft community is again ex-
ploring the compound helicopter design, with Sikorsky and Eurocopter
both testing their prototypes. The Sikorsky X2 is a coaxial design with
thrust compounding whereas the Eurocopter X3 is a conventional sin-
gle rotor machine with both thrust and wing compounding.
The maximum speed of a conventional helicopter is restricted
due to aerodynamic limitations, installed engine power and airframe
drag [2]. The problems associated with installed engine power and
airframe drag can be minimized through careful design, but the main
factor limiting the maximum speed of the helicopter is retreating blade
stall. The compound helicopter is designed to delay the flight speed
at which the condition of retreating blade stall occurs thereby increas-
ing the maximum operating speed of the vehicle. Both the Sikorsky
X2 and the Eurocopter X3 have different methods to avoid retreating
blade stall until higher speeds. The X2, with its coaxial rotor, uses the
ABC (Advancing Blade Concept) rotor system to offload the retreating
side of the disc at high speeds and therefore avoid blade stalling. This
concept was originally developed in the 1960s but the aircraft never
entered production [3]. Recently, the ABC rotor system has been re-
visited and the design improved upon with the use of advanced airfoil
sections and active vibration control [4, 5]. Due to these improvements
as well as the pusher propeller providing an extra component of axial
thrust, the Sikorsky X2 is able to reach speeds of 250 knots [6].
In contrast, the wings of the EurocopterX3 offload the rotor at high
speeds and the propellers provide the propulsive force to overcome the
fuselage drag. Recent publications have reported that the Eurocopter
X3 is able to reach a maximum speed of 232 knots. It is therefore
evident that these helicopters are capable of greater speeds than their
conventional counterparts.
As mentioned previously, the compounding of the helicopter is not
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a novel idea. There have been various flight test programs that have
investigated the compound helicopter configuration [7–10]. Although
these programs never led to a production vehicle, they did provide some
insight into the problems that designers may face with the development
of a compound helicopter. One issue is the inherent control redun-
dancy that results from compounding the conventional configuration.
The compounding results in an additional control relative to a conven-
tional helicopter and therefore there is an issue on how to integrate this
control into the vehicle. The Rotor Systems Research Aircraft (RSRA)
conducted a series of flight tests which featured a fixed setting of col-
lective pitch [7]. This set-up offers a reduction in terms of pilot work-
load but does not fully exploit the additional control offered by com-
pounding. A successful compound helicopter would require a control
system that exploits the additional control to enhance the performance
benefits that compounding offers without significantly increasing pilot
workload. Another issue that arose from the flight test programs of the
XH-51A helicopter [8] was the tendency of the rotor to overspeed. Dur-
ing high speed maneuvers the load factor of the main rotor increased
quicker than that of the wing thus resulting in rotor overspeed. The
AFCS would have to reduce the collective pitch setting of the main ro-
tor in high speed maneuvers, thereby avoiding rotor overspeed. The
Lockheed Cheyenne, another notable compound helicopter, encoun-
tered problems with its gyro design which led to a fatal crash [9]. The
combination of this crash, other problems with the design and politi-
cal issues ended the Cheyenne program despite the vehicle exhibiting
excellent performance. It is clear that the compounding of a helicopter
presents some problems, all of which will have to be overcome, or at
least ameliorated, but the advantages, in terms of increasing the maxi-
mum speed of the helicopter, are clear.
More recently, Orchard et al. focused on the design of the com-
pound helicopter [11]. Their study investigated the various design as-
pects of a compound helicopter such as the wing, rotor and propulsor
design. The study suggests that a medium size wing should be used
to provide a compromise between the beneficial effect of offloading
the rotor at high speeds and the adverse effect of creating aerodynamic
download at low speeds. To optimize the compound design, most au-
thors agree that a wing must be supplemented with auxiliary propul-
sion [12–15]. The reason for this is that a wing-only compound heli-
copter tends to have a more pitch down attitude, relative to a baseline
helicopter [12]. In forward flight, the wing offloads the main rotor and
therefore reduces the rotor thrust. The rotor thrust is still required to
overcome the fuselage drag as well as the additional drag of the wing,
hence to trim the helicopter the smaller rotor thrust vector must be tilted
more forward to provide the propulsive force. As a result, the pitch of
the helicopter tends to be more nose down than that of the baseline con-
figuration which reduces the angle of attack of the wing and therefore
its lifting capability. However, if auxiliary propulsion is introduced the
pitch attitude can be controlled, therefore fully exploiting the lifting
capability of the wing. An alternative approach to increasing the max-
imum speed of the helicopter is the 1950’s Gyrodyne concept that was
recently revisited by Houston [16]. The Gyrodyne concept employs a
propulsor mounted onto a side of the fuselage to replace the tail rotor
and therefore fulfill the dual role of providing axial thrust and the anti-
torque moment. Houston used the Puma SA330 helicopter in his study
and showed that this Gyrodyne set-up increased the maximum speed of
the helicopter by 50 knots.
It is clear that there is no shortage of literature concerning the com-
pound configuration, all of which confirms the potential advantages of
the vehicle. The next logical question relates to the dynamic stability
of this aircraft class, and its affect on flying qualities and control. The
main aim of this paper is to assess the dynamic stability of compound
helicopters and compare their stability to a conventional helicopter.
The strategy for the current work is to use an established mathematical
model of a conventional helicopter (in this case the AgustaWestland
Lynx), then convert this model to represent compound configurations.
The Lynx was chosen as a well established data set [17] and model was
available [18]. The compound configurations that are examined in the
paper are similar to the Sikorsky X2 and EurocopterX3. The first com-
pound model is referred to as the Coaxial Compound Helicopter (CCH)
Model which features a coaxial rotor and a pusher propeller as seen in
Figure 1a. The second model is known as the Hybrid Compound He-
licopter (HCH) model which features a wing and two propellers, as
seen in Figure 1b. These two compound models are changed as little
as possible, relative to the baseline model, to allow for a fair and di-
rect comparison between the results of the compound configurations
and the baseline (BL) model. Therefore, unless stated, the design fea-
tures of the compound helicopter models are identical to that of the
conventional Lynx helicopter. The result is two rather unusual looking
vehicles, Figures 1a and 1b, however it should be stressed that this is
not a design exercise, and so to ensure that the effects of compound-
ing are isolated from other factors, the basic vehicle shape and size is
maintained.
II. Methodology
The compound helicopter models are developed using the Heli-
copter Generic Simulation (HGS) model [17, 18]. The HGS model is a
conventional disc-type rotorcraft model, as described by Padfield [17],
and has found extensive use in studies of helicopter flight dynamics.
The HGS model is generic in structure, with only the helicopter’s pa-
rameters required to model the vehicle. The main rotor model, within
the HGS package, ignores the pitching and lagging degrees of freedom
therefore assuming that the flap dynamics have the most influence in
terms of the helicopter’s flight dynamic characteristics. The flap dy-
namics are assumed to be quasi-steady, a common assumption in main
rotor modeling, therefore permitting a multi-blade representation of the
main rotor. The rotor model neglects the rotor periodicity by assuming
that only the steady components of the periodic forces and moments
generated by the main rotor influence the helicopter’s body dynamics.
The main rotor is assumed to be centrally hinged with stiffness in flap
with the main rotor chord assumed to be constant. Furthermore, the
model also features dynamic inflow, and rotorspeed governor model.
One important assumption, within the rotor model, is that the aerody-
namics are linear, so that the lift is a linear function of the local blade
angle of attack whereas the drag is modeled by a simple polynomial.
Due to this assumption, non-linear aerodynamics such as retreating
blade stall and compressibility are not modeled. To model the non-
linear aerodynamics and rotor periodicity requires an “individual blade
model”, such as the main rotor model developed by Rutherford and
Thomson [19] and further improved upon by Doyle and Thomson [20].
Regarding the modeling of the other subsystems of the rotorcraft, the
forces and moments of the tailplane, fuselage and fin calculated using
a series of look-up tables derived from experimental data.
One question that naturally arises is the validity of these models
and if the results from these rotorcraft models would replicate the real
aircraft. In terms of the conventional helicopter, inverse simulation re-
sults have shown good correlation for a range of maneuvers [21] giving
confidence to the worth of the results produced by the HGS model. The
limitations of this type of model are well understood [17] and include
the inability to accurately capture off-axis effects and low fidelity at
the edges of the flight envelope where, for example, aerodynamic are
highly non-linear. In relation to the compound helicopter models, a
strict validation based on the comparison of flight test with simulation
results is not possible as these are hypothetical vehicles. However, it
is believed that the mathematical models would correctly represent the
basic physics of the compound helicopters. It should be also be noted
that the compound models can be trimmed for flight speeds that exceed
200 knots. However, in this study, 200 knots it is assumed to be the
helicopter’s boundary for two reasons. Firstly, at high speeds it can be
expected that compressibility effects become significant increasing the
rotor torque and secondly, at high speeds a large portion of the retreat-
ing side of disc would be operating in reverse flow. The current rotor-
craft model does not model these non-linear aerodynamic phenomenon
and it is reasonable to expect that these effects could produce unreal-
istic results in flight speeds in excess of 200 knots. The HGS package
was developed to simulate a conventional helicopter. Therefore mod-
els of a coaxial rotor, propeller and wing are missing from the package.
The following section provides an overview of these models.
A. Coaxial Rotor Model
The coaxial rotor is modeled by using two multi-blade rotor models
spaced vertically apart. The upper rotor rotates in an anti-clockwise di-
rection (when viewed from above) whereas the lower rotor rotates in a
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a) Coaxial Compound Helicopter Sketch b) Hybrid Compound Helicopter Sketch
Figure 1. Sketches of the two Compound Helicopter Models
clockwise direction. In terms of a conventional single rotor, the Pitt and
Peters dynamic inflow model [22] is the most commonly used in heli-
copter flight dynamics. An equivalent model representing the inflow
through a coaxial rotor is not available within literature and the devel-
opment of such a model is beyond the scope of the current work. With
the growth of interest in coaxial rotors, partly due to the development
of the Sikorsky X2, clearly there is need for such a model and an appro-
priate test data for validation. For the time being, a simple steady mo-
mentum theory approach, used in simple conventional rotor models, is
adapted to represent the inflow of a coaxial configuration. This version
assumes that the induced velocity changes instantaneously across the
rotor disc, therefore not faithfully modeling the dynamic lag of the in-
duced velocity [23]. In terms of steady coaxial inflow models, various
have been created with Leishman et al. [24, 25] developing a coaxial
inflow model by slightly adapting the classical blade element momen-
tum approach. The results show very good agreement with experiment
in hover and in axial flight. Kim and Brown used another approach,
using the vorticity transport model (VTM) to estimate the performance
of a coaxial rotor [26, 27]. The coaxial rotor inflow model used here
is a similar inflow model to that of Leishman’s et al., with a few adap-
tations. The first assumption made in the development of the coaxial
inflow model is that the inflow of the lower rotor does not affect the
upper rotor’s ability to generate thrust. The second assumption is that
the rotors are sufficiently close together that the wake from the upper
rotor does not contract radially inward and does not fully develop. This
assumption can be justified as it assumed that the rotor is similar to that
of the ABC rotor, featuring very stiff blades with a small separation
distance between the rotors. Hence the relationship between the rotor
thrust and the induced velocity of the upper rotor is
Ctu = λu
√
µ2 + (µz − λu)2 (1)
The lower rotor’s inflow consists of a combination of its own induced
velocity and the upper rotor’s induced velocity. A similar approach
was previously used by Sikorsky [28] showed good agreement with
experimental results. The inflow equation for the lower rotor is
Ctl = 2λl
√
µ2 + (µz − (λl + λu))2 (2)
1. Validation of the Coaxial Rotor Model in Hover
In order to gain confidence in the coaxial rotor model, the model is
compared against “rotor 1” of Harrington’s coaxial experimental re-
sults [29]. Harrington’s “rotor 1” is a two bladed, untwisted rotor with
a solidity of 0.054, rotor radius of 3.81m and a separation distance
of 9.5% of the rotor diameter. The HGS rotor model is configured to
match Harrington’s coaxial arrangement and trimmed in the hover state
for various thrust coefficients. Figure 2 compares the thrust and torque
coefficients of the coaxial model to that of Harrington’s experimental
results at a rotational speed of 392 ft/s. Also shown in the figure are
the results produced by two rotors acting in isolation. These two iso-
lated rotors significantly over predict the thrust and torque produced by
the rotor system. However, the results from the coaxial inflow model
compare favorably with the experimental results.
Figure 2. Validation of the Coaxial Rotor Model in Hover
2. Validation of the Coaxial Rotor Model in Forward Flight
The coaxial rotor model was compared to performance data of a coax-
ial rotor in forward flight that was obtained experimentally by Din-
geldein [30]. The rotor used in the experiment were identical to that of
Harrington’s “rotor 1” and the power of the rotor system was measured
for various advance ratios. The coaxial rotor system is trimmed for var-
ious flight speeds with Figure 3 showing the comparison between Din-
geldein’s results and the coaxial rotor model. Between advance ratios
of 0.1 and 0.2 the coaxial rotor model under predicts the power require-
ments of the coaxial rotor. As the forward speed increases the wakes of
the two rotors begin to skew back [31] and a portion of the upper rotor’s
wake is not ingested into the lower rotor. This effect is not modeled in
the current coaxial rotor model and offers an explanation between the
discrepancies with the experimental results. However, the results from
the coaxial rotor model do follow the same form as Dingeldein’s exper-
imental results and the results appear to come closer as forward speed
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increases. The coaxial rotor model appears to compare well with exper-
imental results, particularly at hover and high speeds. This validation
gives confidence to the worth of the coaxial rotor results, although a
full validation is not possible due to the lack of experimental data.
Figure 3. Validation of the Coaxial Rotor Model in Forward Flight
B. Propeller Model
Although it would have been convenient simply to use the existing HGS
tail rotor model (re-configured to represent a propeller), there are some
fundamental issues. In the derivation of the multi-blade representation
of the tail rotor various assumptions are made to cast the equations in
closed loop form which are not suitable for a propeller. One of these
assumptions is that the magnitude of the tangential velocity of a blade
element is much greater than that of the normal velocity. This is suit-
able for edgewise flow, encountered by a tail rotor, and allows for a
small angle assumption, namely that the inflow angle φi becomes
φi = tan
−1
(
Up
Ut
)
≈ Up
Ut
(3)
However, for a propeller this assumption only holds true in low speed
flight. In high speed flight the normal velocity, Up, is composed of
the forward flight velocity, therefore the tangential and normal veloci-
ties are of similar magnitude violating the small angle assumption. To
avoid this an individual propeller blade model was created. The devel-
opment of the model is very similar to that of the tail rotor with the
exception that the loads are calculated through numerical integration
and no small angle assumptions are made. Like the main and tail ro-
tor models, the airflow over each blade element is assumed to be two
dimensional. The blade element forces and moments are integrated
across the propeller span and then around the azimuth to calculate the
average forces and moments a propeller blade produces per revolution.
These forces and moments are then multiplied by the number of blades
to calculate the total forces and moments that the full propeller system
produces. Again, like the main and tail rotor models, a dynamic inflow
model is used to calculate the induced velocities at each blade element.
C. Wing Model
A simple 2-D representation of the wing using conventional strip theory
is used [32]. With the wing located in the vicinity of the main rotor it
is necessary to take into account the rotor’s wake in the calculation
of the incidence of each wing element [33]. The assumption in this
wing model is that the induced velocity of the rotor wake does not
fully develop when it passes over the wing. The angle of attack at the
quarter chord position of each wing element, in body axes is therefore
αw = θfixed + tan
−1
(
ww − v0
uw
)
(4)
where uw and ww are the tangential and normal velocities of the local
strip element, respectively. The local angle of attack of each wing ele-
ment is then used to calculate the aerodynamic coefficients. The loads
are numerically integrated across the wing span to calculate the total
forces and moments that the wing produces.
III. Coaxial Compound Configuration
A. Preliminary Design of the Coaxial Compound Helicopter
The coaxial rotor is sized similarly to that of the ABC rotor used on
the XH-59A helicopter [34]. The ABC coaxial rotor features very stiff
rotor blades [35] to reduce the vertical separation between the rotors
and therefore ensure a compact design. A large vertical separation cre-
ates some issues by exposing the shaft and control linkages resulting in
an increase in parasitic drag at high speeds. Another concern is that a
large separation distance would result in the upper rotor creating exces-
sive moments due to the increased distance between its tip path plane
and the center of mass. Therefore the CCH model design features very
stiff rotor blades that are spaced 0.2R apart, with Table 1 showing the
salient design features of the CCH rotor. In terms of the empennage
design, the fin’s chord is orientated so it is parallel with the fuselage’s
centreline. Generally, the fin is angled to offload the tail rotor at high
speed but this is not required in the CCH model as the upper and lower
rotors provide the torque balance. Regarding the control of the CCH
model, an extra control is introduced relative to the conventional heli-
copter. In the CCH model a differential collective control is introduced
that allows the pilot to yaw the helicopter. The upper and lower rotor
collectives take the form
Table 1. Main Rotor Design of the CCH and BL Models
Characteristic Baseline Lynx CCH
R 6.4m 5.49m
Ω 35.8 rad/s 40 rad/s
Kβ 166352 Nm/rad 159240 Nm/rad
Nb 4 6
σ 0.077 0.153
γ 7.12 6.57
γs 3 deg 3 deg
Iβ 678 kgm2 450 kgm2
θtw -8.02 deg -10 deg
θu = θ¯0 + θdiff (5)
θl = θ¯0 − θdiff (6)
Hence, a positive differential collective input increases the blade in-
cidence of the upper rotor whereas it has the opposite effect on the
lower rotor, having the net effect of yawing the helicopter’s nose to the
right. The tail rotor control is replaced by a differential control, θdiff,
and a propeller collective control, θprop, is also introduced resulting in
a total of five controls introducing control redundancy into the system.
Therefore to trim the CCH model an extra state must be prescribed.
Presently, the extra state is the pitch attitude as it directly impacts the
thrust that the propeller is required to produce. One possibility is to
set a fixed value of pitch to trim the helicopter at all flight speeds, for
example θ = 0° , fuselage level. However, this is not always desirable
as it would require an excessive level of propeller thrust at certain flight
speeds. Another concern is that in low speed flight there is no distinct
advantage having the propeller providing thrust as it would unneces-
sarily increase the overall power consumption of the helicopter. Hence,
rather than setting the pitch attitude to a fixed value for all flight speeds,
a pitch schedule is developed to minimize the required propulsive force
of the propeller. To obtain a pitch schedule the model is passed through
an optimization algorithm with Figure 4 showing the optimized pitch
attitude and the propeller thrust to trim the CCH from hover up to 200
knots. The magnitude of the propeller thrust is very small until a speed
of 60 knots meaning that the coaxial rotor is required to provide the
propulsive thrust below 60 knots. However, after 60 knots the coax-
ial rotor’s propulsive duties are shifted to the propeller, with 8 kN of
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thrust required at 200 knots. This optimization result aids the design
of the propeller with Table 2 showing the chosen design parameters
of the propeller. The rotational speed is chosen to provide a high ve-
locity airflow over the propeller blades without compressibility effects
becoming an issue at high speeds. The propeller also features Clark Y
airfoils along the span with a high level of twist so that each propeller
blade element operates at a favorable angle of attack [36].
Figure 4. Optimisation of the CCH Model
Table 2. Propeller Design of the CCH Model
Design Parameter CCH
Rprop 1.4m
Ωprop 207 rad/s
θtw -30 deg
σprop 0.142
xprop (-7.66, 0, 0)m
Another design concern with compound helicopters is that com-
pressibility effects at the advancing blade tip can be an issue in high
speed flight. If the Mach number of the advancing blade tip reaches
0.91, then a portion of the local airflow becomes supersonic leading
to the formation of shock waves, thereby resulting in a significant in-
crease of drag [37]. The solution is to slow the main rotor at high
speeds, for example the Sikorsky X2’s coaxial rotor is slowed by 20%
at high speeds [5]. In a design analysis of a compound helicopter, Yeo
and Johnson slowed the main rotor considerably, from a blade tip speed
of 750 ft/s in hover to being slowed to 502 ft/s in the helicopter’s cruise
condition of 250 knots, so that the advancing tip Mach number was
0.8 in cruise [38]. Unfortunately, the level of modeling taken with this
present study prohibits the assessment of the compound helicopters at
these very high speeds (above 200 knots). As mentioned previously,
the current rotor model does not properly model the highly nonlinear
aerodynamic phenomena which can be expected at very high speeds.
However, with the assumption that 200 knots is the CCH configura-
tion’s forward speed boundary, it is necessary to reduce the rotational
speed of the coaxial rotor to avoid the advancing tip Mach number ap-
proaching drag divergence. Above 140 knots the rotational speed of
the coaxial rotor is reduced, with Figure 5 showing both the variation
of the rotorspeed and advancing tip Mach number. At 200 knots the
coaxial rotor has slowed by 13% and therefore successfully avoids the
Mach tip number of 0.91, whereby compressibility effects become an
important issue.
B. Trim Results of the Coaxial Compound Helicopter
Figure 6 shows the trim results of the CCH and BL models. In the
hover, the coaxial inflow model, equations (1) and (2), result in higher
induced velocities through the lower rotor than that of the upper rotor.
Therefore, the induced power loss of the lower rotor is greater than the
upper rotor, if the upper and lower thrust coefficients are equal. Hence,
to provide a torque balance the upper rotor must create more thrust than
the lower rotor to match the lower rotor’s torque, with the thrust sharing
ratio of the upper and lower rotors being 1.32 in the hover. Another
consequence of the higher induced velocities of the lower rotor is the
reduced blade incidence of the lower rotor blades if θu = θl. Therefore
to compensate for the strong inflow through the lower rotor, the lower
rotor’s collective is slightly higher than that of upper rotor in low speed
flight. This partitioning of the rotor thrusts and the higher pitch of
Figure 5. CCH Configuration’s Variation of Rotorspeed
the lower rotor are both consistent with findings from other trimmed
coaxial rotors in hover [27, 39, 40]. As the CCH model moves away
from hover the thrust sharing ratio tends towards unity and θdiff tends
towards zero as the aerodynamic interference between the rotors lessen
as µ begins to dominate the coaxial inflow equations (1) and (2).
Another interesting feature of the trim results is the difference be-
tween the lateral cyclic required for both models. In a conventional
helicopter a large amount of lateral cyclic is required between 0 - 50
knots, as can be seen with the BL model. As the conventional heli-
copter moves into forward flight the rotor wake skews backwards low-
ering blade incidence at the rear of the rotor disc. This effect causes
the helicopter to roll to starboard (for a helicopter rotor that rotates
anti-clockwise when viewed from above). In order to counteract this
rolling moment a large amount of lateral cyclic is required to trim the
helicopter. This effect still exists in the coaxial rotor but the two ro-
tors flap in opposite directions requiring little lateral cyclic. For speeds
above 150 knots, the propeller produces the majority of the axial thrust
requiring a small amount of lateral cyclic, θ1c, to balance the propeller
torque. The lack of tail rotor and the fin not being angled relative to the
fuselage centerline reduces the side force that the helicopter produces
from hover to 200 knots which consequently reduces the bank angle
of the fuselage significantly. There is little difference between the two
longitudinal cyclic results (negative longitudinal cyclic tilts the rotor
disc forward) until a flight speed of approximately 80 knots. After this
flight speed the propeller begins to provide axial thrust reducing the
longitudinal cyclic required.
IV. Hybrid Compound Configuration
A. Preliminary Design of the Hybrid Compound Helicopter
The HCH model features both wing and thrust compounding with the
two propellers fulfilling the dual purpose of providing the anti-torque
moment and propulsive thrust whereas the wing offloads the main ro-
tor at high speeds. Like the CCH model, it is necessary to take into
account some design considerations. The main design task is the siz-
ing of propellers and wing. The addition of a wing to any compound
helicopter configuration degrades hover performance by creating aero-
dynamic download and additional structural weight. The download and
extra weight must be compensated with an increase in rotor thrust and
an increase in power consumption. To retain good VTOL capability the
wing must be sized in a manner that does not adversely reduce hover
performance whilst having the ability to offload the main rotor at high
speeds.
Another complication is that the sizing of the wing influences the
design of the propellers. As mentioned previously, the propellers are
required to provide the anti-torque moment in low speed flight. The
propellers are mounted on the outer sections of the wing to provide
adequate clearance between the propeller blades and the fuselage. It
is clear that a greater wing span will result in lower propeller thrusts
required to provide the anti-torque moment as the lever arm from the
propeller to the center of mass is increased. The selected wing area for
the HCH model is 12m2 with an aspect ratio of 6. This wing area can
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Figure 6. Trim Results of the CCH Model
create a significant amount of lift at high speed without adversely de-
grading hover performance. Also this combination of the wing area and
aspect ratio creates a sizable lever arm between the propellers and the
center of mass thus reducing the propeller thrusts at low speed flight.
In terms of the aspect ratio, a value of 6 is chosen because a higher as-
pect ratio would lead to a wing span that would extend further into the
higher velocities of the rotor wake whereas a lower aspect ratio would
result in a greater induced drag penalty [41]. A choice of 6 is an ap-
propriate compromise between these two effects and has been used on
various winged helicopters [10, 42]. Also the moment of inertia around
the x axis, Ixx, has been slightly increased to account for the offset mass
of the wing from the center of gravity.
Figure 7. Optimisation Results of the HCH Model
Concerning the control of the HCH model, a mean propeller collec-
tive setting controls the magnitude of the two propeller thrusts whereas
a differential propeller collective controls the yawing motion of the he-
licopter. The starboard and port propeller collectives take the from
θstar = θ¯prop + θdiff (7)
θport = θ¯prop − θdiff (8)
The differential propeller setting, θdiff, mean propeller collective, θ¯prop,
as well as the standard main rotor collective and cyclic controls result
in five controls. As with the CCH model the extra state that is con-
trolled is the pitch attitude. In this design controlling the pitch attitude
is particularly useful as it allows for direct control of the wing lift. In
a similar manner to the CCH model, the model is passed through an
optimization algorithm to develop a pitch schedule for the HCH model
that reduces the required propeller thrusts. It should be noted that the
HCH model could, in theory, be trimmed with a pitch attitude of zero at
all flight speeds but there is an important issue that arises in low speed
flight. In order to trim the HCH model in the hover, at a pitch attitude
of zero, a large amount of negative thrust is required from the port pro-
peller. As forward speed increases and the port propeller continues to
create large amounts of negative thrust, to maintain a level fuselage, the
forward velocity and the induced velocity of the port propeller travel in
opposite directions. When their magnitudes are similar there would be
no well defined slipstream and eventually the vortex ring state would be
reached at some flight speed, resulting in the solutions from momentum
theory being no longer valid [43]. Hence the pitch attitude is scheduled
in such a manner that avoids the port propeller providing large amounts
of negative thrust in low speed flight. Figure 7 shows the pitch schedule
and propeller thrusts that are required from hover up to a flight speed of
200 knots. It was originally found that this manner of pitch scheduling
does impose the penalty of increasing the pitch attitude in the hover,
from 4.3° for the BL model to 8.4° for the HCH model. The reason for
this increase in pitch attitude is that the starboard propeller provides a
significant thrust to provide the anti-torque moment and the main rotor
flaps backwards to oppose this force. However, this high pitch attitude
setting in low speed flight can be attenuated by an appropriate selection
of the rotor shaft tilt. Selecting a shaft tilt angle, γs, of zero results in
the pitch schedule shown in Figure 7. For the trim problem, the pitch
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attitude is set close to zero after 150 knots to maximize the lift pro-
duced by the wing. A combination of setting the pitch attitude to zero
after 150 knots as well as a fixed wing pitch setting of 5° maximizes the
lift of the wing whilst maintaining an adequate stall margin. Again, the
optimization results aid the propellers design by showing the thrusts
required. The starboard and port propellers are identical with the ex-
ception that they rotate in opposite directions with Table 3 showing the
important design properties of the propellers.
Table 3. Propeller Design of the HCH Model
Design Parameter HCH
Rprop 1.3m
Ωprop 207 rad/s
θtw -30 deg
σprop 0.153
xprop (0.05, ±3.87, 0.13)m
Similar to that of the CCH configuration, it is necessary to slow the
HCH configuration’s main rotor to avoid compressibility effects. After
140 knots, the main rotor’s speed is gradually lowered to avoid drag
divergence. At 200 knots the main rotor is slowed to 83.8%, see Fig-
ure 8, thereby avoiding an advancing tip Mach number of 0.91 which
is assumed to be limit before drag divergence occurs.
Figure 8. HCH Configuration’s Variation of Rotorspeed
B. Trim Results of the Hybrid Compound Helicopter
The trim results of the HCH model and the BL model are shown in Fig-
ure 9. The first result to note is the difference between the collective
settings. As the speed approaches 80 knots, the collective setting of the
HCH model begins to reduce as the wing begins to offload the main ro-
tor whereas with the BL model the collective begins to increase tending
towards the limiting case of retreating blade stall. There is little differ-
ence between the longitudinal cyclic values of the two models until 120
knots. However, after 120 knots, the two propellers begin to supply the
propulsive force and therefore the rotor disc is no longer required to be
tilted forward to provide the propulsive force but to maintain the pitch
attitude required. There is less lateral cyclic required in the hover due
to the rotor not having to produce a side force to counteract the tail
rotor. The lateral cyclic results of the two models are of similar form
throughout the speed range. In terms of the attitudes, the absence of
a tail rotor reduces the bank angle of the fuselage for all flight speeds.
The differential propeller collective is at its highest in low speed flight
to provide the anti-torque moment. As forward speed increases, the
anti-torque moment duties are shifted towards the fin as it provides a
side force which results in the propeller differential setting lowering as
speed increases. At flight speeds in excess of 150 knots, the main ro-
tor controls alter significantly due to the reduction of the main rotor’s
speed, in order to avoid compressibility effects. Hence, the wing of-
floads the main rotor to a greater extent with the rotor producing only
10% of the overall vehicle lift at 200 knots. At this flight speed it is
possible that the control of the vehicle would transition from main ro-
tor controls to fixed wing controls, similar to that of a tilt-rotor aircraft,
with conventional aircraft controls such as as ailerons, elevator and a
rudder.
Figure 10 compares the trim results of the CCH and HCH models.
The main rotor collective of the CCH model is of similar form to a con-
ventional helicopter. Whereas the collective of the HCH model lowers
after 80 knots due to the wing offloading the main rotor. The longitu-
dinal cyclics of the two models are similar. The form of lateral cyclic
of the HCH model is analogous to that of a conventional helicopter
whereas with the CCH model the lateral cyclic required is very small
due to the coaxial rotor arrangement. In terms of the propeller controls,
the results match very closely and linear with flight speed. Concerning
the pitch attitudes of the two helicopters, the pitch attitude of the CCH
model is higher than the HCH model between 60-140 knots as the main
rotor flaps back to oppose the propeller thrust that provides the propul-
sive force. With the CCH model, in low speed flight the pitch attitude
is similar to a conventional helicopter as the propeller does not produce
any meaningful axial thrust. The roll angle of the CCH model is very
small at all flight speeds as the empennage design produces little side
force in trim as the coaxial rotor system provides the torque balance.
Whereas the roll angle of the HCH model is slightly higher than the
CCH model due to the side force that the fin produces.
V. Dynamic Stability of the Two Compound
Configurations
The two compound helicopter models have been trimmed and the
next logical step is assessing their dynamic stability. All the helicopter
models that are presented within the paper take the non-linear form of
x˙ = f(x,u) (9)
Using small perturbation theory, equation (9) can be reduced to the
linearized form of
x˙ = Ax+Bu (10)
where A and B are known as the system and control matrices. Due
to the complex nature of the non-linear equations of motion for these
helicopters the equations are reduced to linear form using a numeri-
cal linearization algorithm [44]. Using this technique the system and
control matrices can be formed at various trimmed conditions. Further-
more, the eigenvalue values of the system matrix give the natural modes
of motion at that particular flight condition. Using these techniques, a
dynamic stability analysis of each compound helicopter is performed
from hover to 200 knots.
A. Predicted Dynamic Stability of the CCH Configuration
Figure 11 shows the roll subsidence, pitch subsidence and dutch roll
modes of both the BL and CCH configurations. All three of these
modes exhibit stability for both helicopter models. The damping of
the roll subsidence mode of the CCH configuration has increased slow-
ing the roll response of the aircraft. The reason for this is due to a
combination of the increased number of rotor blades, their stiffness
and the increased distance between the upper rotor’s hub and the center
of gravity. The level of roll damping is given by Lp and for the CCH
configuration is insensitive to flight speed with it being approximately
-16 (1/s).
In terms of the dutch roll mode, the main difference is the fre-
quency of the two modes, with the CCH configuration exhibiting a
smaller frequency, at high speeds, due to its empennage design. This
can be seen by using Padfield’s [17] approximation to the dutch roll
mode frequency in high speed flight
ω2dr ≈ UeNv + Lv
(
g −NpUe
Lp
)
(11)
The reduced dutch roll frequency of the CCH model is due to the
Weathercock stability derivative Nv . For a conventional helicopter Nv
is generally positive for most flight speeds with the tail rotor and fin
playing the most prominent roles. Following a sideslip perturbation
the fin and tail rotor provide a side force that aligns the fuselage nose
with the wind direction, thus providing a stabilizing effect. However,
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Figure 9. Trim Results of the HCH Model
Figure 10. Trim Results of the HCH and CCH Models
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Dutch roll
*Pitch subsidence mode of the BL model
shown slightly off the real axis for clarity*
Figure 11. Roll Subsidence, Pitch Subsidence and Dutch Roll Modes of the
CCH and BL Models
for the CCH configuration this derivative is destabilizing for all flight
speeds due to the combination of the lack of tail rotor and the fin not
being angled relative to the fuselage centreline. These two design fea-
tures reduce the yawing moment that the helicopter produces following
a sideslip perturbation. The fuselage is now the main contributor toNv
which provides a destabilizing moment following a sideslip perturba-
tion due to the fuselage’s aerodynamic center being located fore of the
center of gravity position. In forward flight, equation (11) shows that
a negative value of Nv reduces the dutch roll frequency which can be
seen in Figure 11.
Figure 12 shows the phugoid and heave subsidence modes of the
BL and CCH models. The phugoid mode for both the BL and CCH
models are of similar form but the CCH model’s eigenvalues are shifted
closer to the imaginary axis in low speed flight. Indeed, the phugoid
mode of the CCH model is predicted to be neutrally stable in low speed
flight before becoming unstable. These two models feature hingeless
rotor systems and this is the primary reason for the instability [45].
The stiff rotors create large moments around the rotor hub due to the
stiffness of the blades and large effective hinge offset. When the two
helicopters are subject to a perturbation in forward speed, the two ro-
tor systems flap backwards resulting in the fuselage pitching up. As the
fuselage pitches up, the main rotor provides a pitch down moment, with
the stability derivative Mq being negative, with this oscillatory motion
continuing with the amplitude steadily increasing. As mentioned pre-
viously, the phugoid mode of the CCH model is close to the imaginary
axis, in low speed, due to an increase in drag damping. Following a per-
turbation in forward speed the blade incidence of the propeller blades
reduce providing an extra drag force, lowering the value ofXu, but this
is still insufficient to stabilize the phugoid. Regarding the heave subsi-
dence mode, there is little change between the two models. It should
be noted that the eigenvalues of the spiral mode for all models are not
shown within the presented results as their eigenvalues are very simi-
lar, with the eigenvalues being small and negative indicating stability
for all the models.
B. Predicted Dynamic Stability of the HCH Configuration
Figure 13 shows the roll subsidence, pitch subsidence and dutch roll
modes of both the BL and HCH models. Firstly, consider the roll sub-
sidence mode. For the BL model the roll damping does not change
significantly from hover to 150 knots and is dominated by the stiffness
of the rotor. However, the roll damping eigenvalues of the HCH model
range from -8 (1/s) in the hover to -17 (1/s) at 200 knots. In the HCH
model the structural weight of the wing creates a greater moment of
inertia around the x axis than that of the BL helicopter. Although the
stiffness properties remain the same for these two helicopter rotors, the
HCH model’s roll damping is scaled by Ixx thus resulting in a lower
Heave Subsidence
Phugoid
*Heave subsidence mode of the BL model
shown slightly off the real axis for clarity*
Figure 12. Phugoid and Heave Subsidence Mode of the CCH and BL Mod-
els
value of Lp in the hover. As speed increases the lift produced by the
wing increases and the damping of the roll mode also increases. At high
speeds, the wing is producing a significant portion of the overall lift of
the helicopter. In a fixed wing aircraft the roll mode is always stable as
a positive perturbation in roll rate increases the angle of attack of the
starboard wing and decreases the angle of attack of the port wing [46],
thus producing a stabilising rolling moment. This effect also occurs in
the HCH model and is now added to the roll damping produced by the
hingeless rotor.
Dutch roll
Pitch SubsidenceRoll Subsidence
*Pitch and roll subsidence modes of the BL model
are shown slightly off the real axis for clarity*
Figure 13. Roll Subsidence, Pitch Subsidence and Dutch Roll Modes of the
HCH and BL Model
In terms of the short period modes, there is little change between
the eigenvalues of both the HCH and BL configurations. The eigenval-
ues of the short period modes are primarily influenced by the stability
derivatives Zw,Mq and Mw. Padfield [17] approximates the character-
istic equation of the short period modes as
λ2sp − (Zw +Mq)λsp + ZwMq −Mw(Zq + Ue) = 0 (12)
In terms of the HCH model, at high speeds, the stability derivative Mw
decreases, relative to the BL model. The reason for the attack of an-
gle stability derivative, Mw, decreasing is due to the contribution of
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the wing . The quarter chord position of the wing is slightly aft of the
centre of gravity position. Therefore, after a perturbation in normal
velocity the wing produces a negative pitch down moment which op-
poses the main rotor contribution to Mw. This combination creates a
canceling effect between the main rotor and the wing which results in
Mw becoming small at 200 knots, with Equation (12) giving an accu-
rate approximation to the short period eigenvalues for all flight speeds.
For example, at 200 knots, for the HCH model Mq = -3.217 (1/s), Zw
= -1.792 (1/s) and Mw = 0.0196 (rad/s.m), which agree favourably
with the eigenvalues presented in Figures 13 and 14.
Figure 14 shows the phugoid and heave subsidence modes of the
HCH and BL models. In the hover, the phugoid modes of the HCH and
BL models are similar. However, as speed increases the mode becomes
stable for the HCH model but with decreasing frequency. Therefore
the phugoid tends towards an exponential mode rather than the oscil-
latory mode of the BL model. The oscillatory nature of the mode is
reduced due to the contribution of Mu with this derivative tending to-
wards zero above 160 knots. This derivative is analogous to Mw with
the wing providing a cancellation of the pitch up moment produced
by the main rotor following a perturbation of forward speed. The net
effect is that the ratio of the pitching moment due to speed and pitch
rate becomes very small lessening the oscillatory nature of the phugoid.
At 160 knots the eigenvalues of the phugoid mode branch off into the
real axis and produce a purely divergent mode. In a real aircraft this
would be viewed as a flying qualities issue and it is likely that the flight
control system would be configured to improve the aircraft’s phugoid
characteristics. Concerning the damping of the mode, after 80 knots the
phugoid becomes stable due to the drag damping derivative, Xu. For
a conventional helicopter Xu is always negative as a perturbation in
forward velocity results in an increase in drag force due to the fuselage
and the rotor disc tilting backwards. However, for the HCH model, the
drag is increased following a perturbation in forward velocity due to the
addition of the two propellers and wing. A perturbation in forward ve-
locity reduces the blade incidence of the propeller blades which creates
a sizable drag force. Additionally, the perturbation of u also increases
the drag of the wing, hence both contribute to lower the drag damping
derivative, Xu, which in turn stabilizes the phugoid.
Phugoid mode
Heave Subsidence
*Heave subsidence mode of the BL model
shown slightly off the real axis for clarity*
Figure 14. Phugoid and Heave Subsidence Modes of the HCH and BL
Model
Figure 15 shows the comparison between the roll subsidence, pitch
subsidence and dutch roll modes of the CCH and HCH configura-
tions. The roll damping of the CCH model is insensitive to flight speed
whereas the flight speed has a profound influence with regards to damp-
ing of the HCH model. The roll damping of the HCH model is at its
lowest in the hover and increases with flight speed due to the wing
providing a large portion of the vehicle lift. Regarding the dutch roll
modes, both models predict a lightly damped mode with the main dif-
ference being the frequencies of the two modes. As for the short period
modes, the eigenvalues of the HCH model’s heave and pitch subsidence
modes are approximated with Equation (12). For a conventional heli-
copter in high speed flight, the derivative Mw significantly influences
the eigenvalues of the short period modes, as seen in Equation (12).
However, for the HCH model, Mw plays a lesser role in determining
the eigenvalues of the short period modes. With regards to the CCH
model, the stability derivative Mw becomes increasingly significant at
high speeds influencing the heave and pitch subsidence modes. Similar
to that of the BL model, the contribution of Mw results in the heave
and pitch subsidence eigenvalues being well separated throughout the
speed range.
Dutch roll
Pitch SubsidenceRoll Subsidence
*Pitch subsidence modes of the CCH model
shown slightly off the real axis for clarity*
Figure 15. Roll Subsidence, Pitch Subsidence and Dutch Roll Modes of the
CCH and HCH Models
Heave Subsidence
Phugoid
*Heave subsidence mode of the HCH model
shown slightly off the real axis for clarity*
Figure 16. Phugoid Modes of the CCH and HCH Models
Figure 16 shows the phugoid and heave subsidence modes of the
CCH and HCH models. The phugoid mode of the HCH configura-
tion becomes stable after 80 knots due the increased drag following a
perturbation of forward speed. However, the oscillatory nature of the
mode is reduced due to the wing providing a stabilizing moment fol-
lowing a perturbation of forward velocity. Whereas the form of the
phugoid mode of the CCH model is similar to that of the BL model but
the eigenvalues are shifted closer to the imaginary axis, in low speed
flight. For the CCH model, the stability derivativeMu is positive for all
flight speeds as a perturbation of forward speed results in the rotor disc
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flapping backwards thus producing a pitching up motion and therefore
oscillatory response. The propeller of the CCH model does contribute
to reduce the drag damping derivative Xu, but its contribution is inca-
pable of stabilizing the phugoid. The eigenvalues of both the HCH and
CCH models do eventually reach the axis and hence predict purely di-
vergent modes. Therefore is seems likely that a SAS would be required
to stabilize the phugoid modes for both aircraft at high speeds.
VI. Conclusions
Two compound helicopter models have been developed and their
trim and dynamic stability has been compared to a conventional heli-
copter. The main conclusions from the current work are as follows:
1. A coaxial rotor model has been developed and has been par-
tially validated with experimental results. The results show good
agreement in the hover and at high speed flight but due to a lack
of experimental data a full validation is not possible.
2. The trim results of the CCH model show that little lateral cyclic
control is required to trim the helicopter. Also the omission of
a tail rotor in the design significantly reduces the bank angle of
the fuselage across the speed range.
3. The trim results of the HCH model show a reduction of collec-
tive required after 80 knots as the wing begins to offload the
main rotor. The differential propeller collective control required
is at its highest in low speed flight but reduces as flight speed in-
creases as the fin provides the anti-torque moment. There is also
less longitudinal cyclic required after 120 knots as the propellers
provide the propulsive force.
4. The main differences between the natural modes of motion of
the CCH and BL configurations are the dutch roll and roll subsi-
dence modes. The frequency of the dutch roll mode is less than
that of the BL mode due to the lack of tail rotor and a reduced
side force contribution from the fin, following a sideslip pertur-
bation. The differences between the roll modes is primarily due
to the design of the main rotor systems. The increased num-
ber of rotor blades, their respective stiffness and the increased
distance between the upper rotor’s hub to the center of gravity
position all contribute to increasing the roll damping, relative to
the BL model.
5. The main differences between the HCH and BL modes of mo-
tion were the phugoid and roll subsidence modes. The phugoid
becomes stable for the HCH model due to the increase in drag
damping, a reduced Xu, however the mode tends towards an
aperiodic response due the canceling effect of pitching moments
between main rotor and wing. This is because the wing provides
a pitch down moment following a perturbation in angle of attack
since its quarter chord position is slightly behind the center of
mass. Therefore, the positioning of the wing can strongly influ-
ence the phugoid mode of the helicopter. Concerning the roll
subsidence mode, the damping of the mode increases with flight
speed due to the additional roll damping the wing provides.
This paper has investigated the dynamic stability of compound he-
licopter configurations, however it must be stressed that more work has
to be done to fully investigate the compound configuration. One area
for future work relates to the control of the compound helicopter and
how the additional control(s) could be utilized during standard heli-
copter maneuvers to maximize performance. This would naturally lead
to a handling qualities assessment of these aircraft and how the pilot
workload is affected by this additional control. These studies would
assist the design of the compound helicopter and could perhaps rein-
force the potential of the compound helicopter.
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